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SWITCH SEQUENCING FOR CODE-RANGE-SPECIFIC LINEARITY IMPROVEMENT IN DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates generally to digital-to-analog converters (DACs), and more particularly to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) incorporating thermometer coding and having improved linearity over a certain code-range.

BACKGROUND

There are gradients in the transistor values of switching transistors within a DAC array. These gradients are typically caused by process inaccuracies, e.g., fabrication inaccuracies such as well-proximity effect, length of diffusion effect, faulty oxide irregularities, poor polysilicon etching and/or implant non-uniformities. Such process gradients can cause normally identical transistors to pass different amounts of current through one or more of the transistors in the DAC switching array.

In high resolution DACs, the effects of these gradients can become a limiting factor of linearity performance, including differential-nonlinearity (DNL) and integral-linearity (INL). Numerous techniques have been proposed to alleviate this problem by either employing specific switch sequences designed to overcome the gradient effect or by using random switch sequences. Present technologies have focused on general purpose DACs designed to have improved linearity uniformly over the entire code range of the DAC. However chip-area and/or power consumption will increase in order to improve linearity over the entire code range of the DAC.

While many applications require DACs with uniform linearity performance across the entire input code range, some applications only require good linearity performance in a certain input code range while allowing worse linearity in other code ranges. For example, in advanced communications applications, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is often used. A DAC used in an OFDM communications system need only have good linearity performance in the middle code range, while worse linearity is acceptable on either side of this middle code range.
SUMMARY

Therefore, it is desirable in applications requiring good DAC linearity only over a certain code range to be able to provide such a DAC without having to increase power consumption and/or chip-area (integrated circuit die area) for the improved linearity over the certain code range. According to the teachings of this disclosure, a particular code range is implemented into a smaller area of a switch array so as to take advantage of the smaller gradient inherent in the smaller area of the switch array. By implementing the certain (desired) code range into a smaller area of the integrated circuit die, further improved linearity in that code range is achieved at the expense of worse linearity in the other code ranges, but without increasing power consumption and/or chip-area. This feature is especially advantageous for such specialty application as a DAC for an OFDM transmitter.

According to a specific example embodiment of this disclosure, a method of switch sequencing for code range specific linearity improvement in a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) comprises the steps of: providing an inner switch array for switching digital input values from \( x \) to \( y \); and providing an outer switch array for switching digital input values from 0 to \( x-1 \) and \( y+1 \) to \( k \); wherein the inner switch array gradient is less than the outer switch array gradient, and whereby differential-nonlinearity (DNL) and integral-nonlinearity (INL) of the inner switch array is better then the DNL and INL of the outer switch array.

According to another specific example embodiment of this disclosure, an apparatus for switch sequencing in a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) comprises: an inner switch array comprising a plurality of inner switch elements, wherein the plurality of inner switch elements are controlled by digital input values from \( x \) to \( y \); and an outer switch array comprising a plurality of outer switch elements, wherein the plurality of outer switch elements are controlled by digital input values from 0 to \( x-1 \) and \( y+1 \) to \( k \); wherein an area of the inner switch array is selected to minimize gradient so as to improve differential-nonlinearity (DNL) and integral-nonlinearity (INL) of the inner switch array for digital input values from \( x \) to \( y \), and each of the plurality of inner switch elements is adjacent to another.
A more complete understanding of the present disclosure thereof may be acquired by referring to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein:

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of switch arrays for a hybrid digital-to-analog converter (DAC) comprising thermometer and binary coded switch arrays, according to the teachings of this disclosure;

Figure 2 illustrates a diagram of a thermometer coded switch array, according to the teachings of this disclosure;

Figure 3 illustrates a diagram of a switching sequence for a thermometer coded switch array, according to a specific example embodiment of this disclosure;

Figure 4 illustrates a diagram of a switching sequence for a thermometer coded switch array, according to another specific example embodiment of this disclosure;

Figure 5 illustrates a graph of prior technology DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having sequential switching without optimization;

Figure 6 illustrates a graph of prior technology DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having optimized switch sequences for uniform linearity improvement; and

Figure 7 illustrates a graph of prior technology DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having optimized switch sequences for a middle input code range, according to the teachings of this disclosure.

While the present disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, specific example embodiments thereof have been shown in the drawings and are herein described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the description herein of specific example embodiments is not intended to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed herein, but on the contrary, this disclosure is to cover all modifications and equivalents as defined by the appended claims.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to the drawings, the details of an example embodiment is schematically illustrated. Like elements in the drawings will be represented by like numbers, and similar elements will be represented by like numbers with a different lower case letter suffix.

Referring to Figure 1, depicted is a schematic diagram of switch arrays for a hybrid digital-to-analog converter (DAC) comprising thermometer and binary coded switch arrays, according to the teachings of this disclosure. A hybrid DAC may comprise a thermometer coded switch array 104 controlled by thermometer code logic 106, and a binary coded switch array 102 controlled by binary code logic 108. Hybrid DACs are used because straight binary coding may increase noise as the digital inputs change to a more significant bit(s). For example, stepping up from binary "01 11" to binary "1000" will change four (4) bits simultaneously, thereby generating a significant amount of switching noise. Because of this inherent potential for noise generation when switching values in a binary coded DAC, the binary coded DAC is usually limited to 8 bit applications. Where greater resolution and lower noise are required, thermometer coding is used in converting digital input values to an analog output signal equivalent. Each bit of the thermometer coded digital data will control a step, e.g., voltage, current, or resistance, of equal value (weight), thus providing an analog equivalent proportional to the decoded digital data.

Thermometer coding is used because the number of DAC cells turned on are proportional to the value of the digital input data, thus monotonicity can be assured. This provides a lower noise analog output signal because there is less switching noise. The drawback to thermometer coding is the relatively large amount of die area require in an integrated circuit. Therefore to increase resolution without have to resort to use of excessive die area, a combination of thermometer coding combined with a conventional binary-coded DAC may be used to create a segmented or "hybrid" DAC. The thermometer coding is used for the most significant bits (MSBs) and the binary coding is used for the least significant bits (LSBs). According to the teachings of this disclosure, thermometer coding can be used with any DAC employing a switch array of any type, including but not limited to: a current switch array, a capacitor switch array, and a resistor switch array.
Improvements in the random matching performance of the DAC elements can be used to improve the linearity of a DAC, but at the price of higher chip-area and/or use of complex switching sequences. However, at a given gradient, there is a limit on how much of an improvement in linearity that can be achieved by optimizing the switch sequences. Once the linearity improvement limit at a given gradient has been reached, further linearity improvements require increased element size and/or calibration at the expense of having to increase power usage and/or chip-area.

For a given gradient, a smaller switching array will have a smaller overall gradient error, resulting in better linearity when using any given switch sequence. Therefore by choosing to partition the switch array so that the code range where good linearity is desired is located within the smaller area switch array instead of spreading the code evenly inside a larger area switch array, an improvement in the linearity within that specific code range can be achieved without having to increase power usage and/or chip-area.

Referring to Figure 2, depicted is a diagram of a thermometer coded switch array, according to the teachings of this disclosure. A thermometer coded DAC comprising the thermometer coded switch array 104 controlled by thermometer code logic 106 is shown having two switch array areas, an inner array area comprising a plurality of switch elements 214 (represented by white squares) and an outer array area comprising a plurality of switch elements 212 (represented by shaded squares). The switch array 104 has an input code range from 0 to k, and better linearity is desired within the input code range from x to y, where $0 < x < y < k$. If the input code range of x to y is implemented in the inner array area comprising the plurality of switch elements 214 (represented by white squares), the linearity within this code range is improved without increasing the power usage or chip-area. The only penalty in doing this is that the code ranges other than x to y are now implemented within a square-ring shaped outer area comprising the plurality of switch elements 212 (represented by shaded squares). The plurality of switch elements 212 are farther away from each other, resulting in worse gradient and worse linearity. However this is acceptable for applications like DACs in OFDM transmitters. The aforementioned thermometer DAC implementation may also be part of a thermometer/binary hybrid type DAC as more fully described hereinabove.
Referring to Figure 3, depicted is a diagram of a switching sequence for a thermometer coded switch array, according to a specific example embodiment of this disclosure. A six-bit thermometer-coded DAC is shown in Figure 3 with a smaller inner array area having an input code range of 22 to 42, and the outer array area having input code ranges of 1 to 21, and 43 to 63. The gradient is less in the closely spaced and smaller switch array area for the desired input code range of 22 to 42, thereby improving linearity of the switch array for these input code ranges.

Referring to Figure 4, depicted is a diagram of a switching sequence for a thermometer coded switch array, according to another specific example embodiment of this disclosure. A six-bit thermometer-coded DAC is shown in Figure 4 with a smaller inner array area for the middle code elements having an input code range of 16 to 47, and the outer array area for the side code elements having input code ranges of 1 to 15, and 48 to 63. In these array area layouts, the gradient in the vertical direction has more impact on INL than the gradient in the horizontal direction. Therefore by defining the rows as the most significant bits (MSB) and the columns as the least significant bits (LSB), better INL can be achieved.

Referring to Figure 5, depicted is a graph of prior technology DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having sequential switching without optimization. The bow shaped INL curve means poor linearity which causes a lot of distortion in the signal.

Referring to Figure 6, depicted is a graph of prior technology DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having optimized switch sequences for uniform linearity improvement. In this example, linearity is improved uniformly across the entire input code range.

Referring to Figure 7, depicted is a graph of DNL and INL over an entire range of input codes for a switch array having optimized switch sequences for a middle input code range, according to the teachings of this disclosure. In this example, both DNL and INL are improved for the desired middle input code range because of the smaller and closer array area used for the middle input codes.

While embodiments of this disclosure have been depicted, described, and are defined by reference to example embodiments of the disclosure, such references do not imply a
limitation on the disclosure, and no such limitation is to be inferred. The subject matter disclosed is capable of considerable modification, alteration, and equivalents in form and function, as will occur to those ordinarily skilled in the pertinent art and having the benefit of this disclosure. The depicted and described embodiments of this disclosure are examples only, and are not exhaustive of the scope of the disclosure.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of switch sequencing for code range specific linearity improvement in a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), said method comprising the steps of:

   providing an inner switch array for switching digital input values from x to y;
   and

   providing an outer switch array for switching digital input values from 0 to x-1 and y+1 to k;

   wherein the inner switch array gradient is less than the outer switch array gradient, and whereby differential-nonlinearity (DNL) and integral-nonlinearity (INL) of the inner switch array is better than the DNL and INL of the outer switch array.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps of controlling the inner and outer switch arrays with thermometer code logic.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the inner switch array is surrounded by the outer switch array.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the outer switch array is segmented above and below the inner switch array.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps of assigning the digital input values' most significant bits (MSBs) to rows of the inner switch array and least significant bit (LSBs) to columns of the inner switch array.

6. The method according to claim 2, further comprising the steps of combining the thermometer code logic switch array selection for the digital input values' most significant bits (MSBs) and binary code logic switch array selection for the digital input values' least significant bits (LSBs) to produce an analog output signal.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch current values to produce an analog output signal.
8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch capacitor values to produce an analog output signal.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch resistor values to produce an analog output signal.

10. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the step of fabricating the inner and outer switch arrays on an integrated circuit die.

11. An apparatus for switch sequencing in a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), comprising:

   an inner switch array comprising a plurality of inner switch elements, wherein the plurality of inner switch elements are controlled by digital input values from x to y; and

   an outer switch array comprising a plurality of outer switch elements, wherein the plurality of outer switch elements are controlled by digital input values from 0 to x-1 and y+1 to k;

   wherein an area of the inner switch array is selected to minimize gradient so as to improve differential-nonlinearity (DNL) and integral-nonlinearity (INL) of the inner switch array for digital input values from x to y, and each of the plurality of inner switch elements is adjacent to another.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, further comprising thermometer code logic for controlling the inner and outer switch arrays.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein the inner switch array is surrounded by the outer switch array.

14. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the outer switch array is segmented above and below the inner switch array.

15. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein rows of the inner switch array are controlled by most significant bits (MSBs) of the digital input value and columns of the inner switch array are controlled by least significant bits (LSBs) of the digital input value.
16. The apparatus according to claim 12, further comprising another switch array controlled by binary code logic for the digital input value least significant bits (LSBs), and the thermometer code logic for the digital input value most significant bits (MSBs) to produce an analog output signal.

17. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch current values to produce an analog output signal.

18. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch capacitor values to produce an analog output signal.

19. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the inner and outer switch arrays switch resistor values to produce an analog output signal.

20. The apparatus according to claim 11, further comprising the step of fabricating the inner and outer switch arrays on an integrated circuit die.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein the integrated circuit die further include other support circuits for the DAC.

22. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein the DAC is used in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system.
With an optimized switch sequence for uniform linearity improvement, linearity is improved uniformly across the entire input code range.
Figure 7

The middle code-range has better linearity.
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